Optical losses in a photovoltaic (PV) module consist of reflectance (R) losses and parasitic absorptance losses (A para.mod ) in the front layers of the module. In this paper, a method for quantifying the optical losses associated with the cover glass and the encapsulant material of silicon wafer based PV modules is presented. The method involves measuring the spectral reflectance (R) and the full-area external quantum efficiency (EQE) of a silicon wafer solar cell before and after encapsulation. The approach used is to first obtain the full-area internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of the cell using R and EQE of the cell before encapsulation. Assuming that the IQE of the cell is not changed by the encapsulation process, the spectrally resolved parasitic absorptance loss (A para.mod ) associated with the cover glass and the encapsulant material is calculated with the aid of EQE and R measurements of the encapsulated cell. Using this method, the optical losses (at near normal incidence) of single-cell monocrystalline silicon wafer PV modules with various glass structures (textured, planar, antireflection coated) and encapsulant materials (EVA, ionomer) are investigated and compared. Ionomer encapsulated modules are found to show higher A para.mod because of a higher absorption coefficient of the material. Modules with textured glass show a higher A para.mod due to the longer optical pathlength resulting from refraction of light at the glass-air interface.
Introduction
Optical losses in a photovoltaic (PV) module consist of reflectance (R) losses and parasitic absorptance losses (A para.mod ) in the front layers of the module. It is important for PV module designers to understand these optical losses to optimise the design of solar cells and PV modules. Recent study has quantified the A para.mod of ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) and other encapsulant materials through simulation [1] . While simulation results provide spectrally resolved R and A para.mod , experimental results usually just give the short-circuit current as an indication of the optical losses. Spectral module reflectance can be measured using a photospectrometer. It seems that the A para.mod loss of PV modules as a function of wavelength has, until now, not yet been quantified experimentally. In this work, a method to quantify this loss in a silicon wafer based PV module is presented. This approach uses the assumption that the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of the solar cell remains the same after it is encapsulated. The capabilities of the method are then demonstrated on six different PV module structures. 
Nomenclature

Theory
Consider a solar cell in air. The IQE of the cell is defined as the fraction of charge carriers collected per incident photon that is absorbed by the cell: ,
where EQE cell.air is the cell's external quantum efficiency and A cell.air its optical absorptance. Using the fact that light impinging on the cell is either reflected, absorbed or transmitted, we obtain ,
where R cell.air is the reflectance of the entire cell surface (metallised and non-metallised regions), A cell.air is the absorptance in the entire solar cell (this includes absorption in the front metal contacts, the antireflection coating (ARC), the semiconductor layers and the back metal contact), and T cell.air is the transmittance through the cell. Using the fact that T cell.air is usually zero for the wavelength range of interest (300 nm < < 1100 nm in the case of c-Si), we can rewrite Eq. (1) as
The IQE of the cell is then the fraction of charge carriers collected per incident photon that is not reflected by the cell. This is the IQE definition which is typically used by the PV community. Experimentally, it can be obtained by measuring the cell's external quantum efficiency (EQE cell.air ) and the cell's hemispherical reflectance (R cell.air ).
After encapsulation, the amount of light that is absorbed in the cell changes, and so does the current generated. The cell's IQE after encapsulation can be defined as ,
where A cell.mod is the absorptance of the encapsulated cell, IQE cell.mod is the cell's IQE after encapsulation, and EQE cell.mod is the external quantum efficiency of the encapsulated cell. The light impinging on a cellcovered region of the module is either reflected, parasitically absorbed in the module, or absorbed by the cell. Light that is not reflected or parasitically absorbed by the module is then absorbed by the cell, giving .
The cell's IQE after encapsulation then becomes .
Using the important assumption that the cell's IQE is not changed by the encapsulation process, i.e. ,
we obtain:
This assumption is valid if the following remain unchanged after encapsulation: (i) the cell efficiency, (ii) the absorption in cell ARC, front metal contact and back metal contact. The cell efficiency should remain the same if the cell is not damaged by the encapsulation process. The absorption in the back metal is negligible by restricting the analysis to < 1100 nm where most of the photons will be absorbed in the semiconductor layer. The absorption in the ARC and front metal does change slightly after encapsulation. Since most of the absorption happens in the semiconductor layer, the error introduced by assuming unchanged absorption in ARC and front contact should be small. This error is not examined in this paper. Re-arranging Eq. (8), we get the parasitic absorptance only in terms of measureable quantities:
From Eq. (9), A para.mod can be obtained by measuring the cell's reflectance and EQE before encapsulation and the module's reflectance and EQE after encapsulation.
Experimental details
Cell and module reflectance measurements
The solar cells used in this study were standard monocrystalline silicon wafer cells with a grid-like electrode on the front surface (H-pattern with two busbars) and a fully metallised rear surface. The reflectance was measured using a UV-VIS-NIR photospectrometer (Perkin Elmer, Lambda 950). The spatial uniformity of the reflectance of the cells was confirmed by comparing measurement results taken on several spots on the cells. The solar cells were carefully placed such that the measurement spot (16 mm  3.5 mm) always covered the same number of metal fingers. Note that light was incident on all samples at an incident angle of 8° from the normal, to prevent reflected light from escaping the integrating sphere through the entry port. Since the EQE measurement covered the whole cell surface, the measured reflectance has to be corrected to account for the metal fraction of the whole cell surface (including the busbars). To calculate the reflectance of the entire sample, we use the following equation:
where R aa is the reflectance of the active area of the solar cell (i.e., the area on the front surface not covered by metal), MF spot is the metal fraction of the measured area, and R metal is the reflectance of the cell's metal contacts. In this paper, we used the R metal values given by Thaidigsmann et al. [2] . Knowing the metal fraction in the measured spot and the metal reflectance, we can calculate the cell's active-area reflectance by re-arranging Eq. (10). Thaidigsmann et al. showed experimentally that this equation is valid and that reflectance of the cell scales linearly with the metal fraction [2] .
(11)
Using the calculated active-area reflectance, the full-area solar cell reflectance can then be obtained using the following equation:
,
where MF cell is the metal fraction of the whole solar cell.
Unfortunately, Eqs. 11 and 12 cannot be used for correcting the reflectance of encapsulated modules because the R metal after encapsulation is not known. Due to total internal reflection at the air-glass interface, the reflectance due to the metal fingers would decrease after encapsulation. Blakers [3] calculated the effective shading of a half-circular encapsulated finger to be 36% and Woehl et al. [4] showed that the effective finger width of encapsulated screen-printed Si wafer solar cells is about 47% of its geometric width. R metal of the non-encapsulated cell could be used for module reflectance correction, but this will yield an overestimation of module reflectance by neglecting the total internal reflection inside the module. For this paper, the spot size module reflectance was used as the total module reflectance. This results in a slight underestimation of the module reflectance. To obtain an accurate A para.mod , reflectance and EQE measurements should have the same spot size or have the same metal fraction. The method works even better on all-back-contact solar cells, which do not have any metal contacts on the front surface.
Cell and module EQE measurements
Cell and module EQE were measured using a spectral response system (model Fimo-210 from Aescusoft, Germany) that has a filter wheel-based monochromator with 34 individual filters. The illuminated area in the measurement plane is up to 210 mm × 210 mm. From the spectral response measurement, the standard EQE of the solar cell is determined using the calibration values from the used reference cell. The reference cell has a similar size as the measured solar cell, which minimises effects from lateral non-uniformities of the intensity of the monochromatic light. For module EQE measurements, a black mask was used to shade the non-cell areas of the module. This ensures that no module backsheet area was exposed to the illumination and hence no photons can be reflected by the white diffusive Tedlar backsheet and steered to the front surface of the cell (via internal reflection at the glass interfaces). Without the mask, the EQE of these single-cell modules is significantly over-estimated.
Investigated PV module structures
With the method discussed above, the optical losses of six different module structures were measured. The investigated module structures are schematically shown in Fig. 1 . The materials used for these modules are mostly commercially available. All the glasses used were made specifically for PV applications and have low iron content. The textured Albarino glass was made by Saint-Gobain specifically for PV applications [5] . Duell et al. have shown such glass to perform better optically, by giving higher short-circuit current at high incident angles [6] . The ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) is a very commonly used polymer for encapsulating PV modules. The ionomer encapsulant (DuPont TM 5300) is made by DuPont, and has been used for laminating safety glass for more than two decades.
Commercially available monocrystalline silicon wafer cells were selected for this study. First, reflectance and EQE of a non-encapsulated cell were measured using the procedures explained in sections 3.1 and 3.2. Next, 1.8 mm wide metal ribbons ("tabbing ribbons") were soldered to the front and rear busbars of the cell. A wide ribbon ("bussing ribbon") was then soldered to the two front tabbing ribbons, followed by soldering another bussing ribbon to the two rear tabbing ribbons. Then, a voltage-sensing ribbon was soldered to the front tabbing ribbons, followed by the same procedure for the rear tabbing ribbons, enabling 4-wire I-V measurements of the cell. Then the cell was encapsulated according to one of the structures shown in Fig. 1 . Finally, the reflectance and EQE of the single-cell mini-module was measured. Figure 2 shows a photograph of one of the fabricated mini-modules. Figure 3 shows the measured reflectance and EQE curves of PV module structure 3. It can be seen that at wavelengths below about 370 nm, EQE cell.mod is much lower than EQE cell.air , despite much lower reflectance values for the module. Considering that the IQE of the solar cell is not changed by the encapsulation process, it follows that the encapsulation process has caused significant parasitic losses at these wavelengths. Figure 4 shows the A para.mod of EVA and ionomer encapsulated modules, for both planar and textured (Albarino) glass. For A para.mod the resolution is limited by the EQE measurements, which are shown by the symbols in the figure. The two graphs show similar trends. We see that A para.mod is very high below about 370 nm and very small for wavelengths above 420 nm. Compared to EVA encapsulated modules, ionomer encapsulated modules exhibit higher A para.mod in the transition range (370-420 nm). AR coated glass (not shown here) shows similar trends. It is important to note that, since we are slightly underestimating the module reflectance (because of higher metal fraction in the total encapsulated cell area compared to the measured spot), the A para.mod is slightly overestimated. Next, the effect of the different types of glass on A para.mod was investigated. Three types of glass (planar, textured, and AR-coated planar glass) were evaluated, as shown in Fig. 5 . As can be seen, the trends are very similar, regardless of the type of glass. It is concluded that A para.mod is due mostly to the encapsulant material used. Different types of glass do, however, have a second-order effect on A para.mod . Because of the textured surface of Albarino glass, it refracts light at the air-glass interface and causes the light to travel a longer distance inside the glass and encapsulant, further promoting absorption. This causes modules with Albarino glass to exhibit slightly higher A para.mod , as seen in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) . Knowing R mod and A para.mod , the total module optical loss (OL tot ) can be calculated. OL tot is just the sum of R mod and A para.mod . This is shown in Fig. 6 , for all six investigated module structures. The symbols are not plotted here, to more clearly show the small differences between the different module structures. It can be seen that modules with AR-coated planar glass are consistently showing lower optical loss, because of the lower reflectance at the front interface. At short wavelengths, ionomer-encapsulated modules have higher total losses because of the higher A para.mod . 
Results
Calculation of the solar spectrum weighted average losses and gains
The optical losses R cell.air , R mod , and A para.mod can be converted into solar spectrum weighted average losses: where WAR cell.air is the weighted average loss due to R cell.air , WAR mod is weighted average loss due to R mod and WAA para.mod is weighted average loss due to A para.mod . The values represent the percentage of the photons that are lost due to optical losses compared to all incident photons of the solar spectrum of interest. Similarly, the A cell.air and A cell.mod can also be converted into weighted average gains using the solar spectrum of interest.
where WAA cell.air and WAAcell .mod are the percentages of photons that are absorbed in the nonencapsulated cell and encapsulated cell, respectively.
The weighted average losses and gains (for cell and module) for various module structures were then calculated using Eqs. 13 to 17 and summarised in Table 1 . For these calculations, F ph for the standard solar spectrum AM1.5G and a wavelength range of 300-1100 nm were used. Note that for a nonencapsulated cell, , and for a module, . The experimentally calculated WAA para.mod loss of 3.5% for module structure 3 is in good agreement with the value obtained using ray tracing simulation [1] . It is clear from Table 1 that the ionomer-encapsulated modules have about 1% higher WAA para.mod under the AM1.5G spectrum compared to EVA-encapsulated modules. It is also interesting to see that modules with textured glass also show higher WAA para.mod because of the higher A para.mod caused by the longer optical pathlength induced by refraction at the air-glass interface. This should, however, not be used as an argument against textured glass, since textured glass provides a significant reduction in the reflectance at higher angles of incidence [6, 7] . All modules are found to have a lower WAA cell.mod compared to WAA cell.air , except for module 5 (with ARC and EVA) which shows a slight increase in WAA cell.mod . This means that the use of AR-coated glass and an encapsulant with low absorption are important in increasing the module's optical performance.
Conclusions
This paper presents a new and relatively simple method for characterising the parasitic absorptance losses in silicon wafer based PV modules. The method enables the PV module designer or manufacturer to evaluate the relative performance of different PV module materials. Using the method, optical losses and parasitic absorptance of six single-cell monocrystalline silicon wafer modules with various glass structures and encapsulant materials were comprehensively investigated. Parasitic absorptance was found to be caused mainly by the encapsulant materials, although the glass structure does have a second-order effect. The various optical losses were also converted to weighted average losses with respect to the standard solar spectrum (AM1.5G).
